
FactboxFactbox

Prices start from : £ 1,609

Travel between : 09 Oct 24 and 09 Oct 24

Rating : 4 Star Icon

Board Basis : Bed & Breakfast

Duration : 10 nights

Book by : 30 Jun 24

Includes : Return Economy Flights with Baggage
3 Nights stay at Gambrinus Hotel in a Classic Room with Bed and
Breakfast
Colosseum Gladiators Arena Small Group Tour
Roman Dinner Combined with Roman history 
1st Class Rail from Rome to Naples
7 Nights stay at Atlantic Palace Hotel Sorrento in a Annex Room with
Bed and Breakfast
Pompeii and Herculaneum Skip the Line Tour 
Private Transfers throughout

Rome & Sorrento - Gladiator

Detailed ItineraryDetailed Itinerary

✿Highlights: Highlights: Rome - NaplesRome - Naples

✿Hotel featured:Hotel featured:
★Hotel Gambrinus 4*
★Atlantic Palace Hotel 4*

✿Itinerary:Itinerary:
★Wed 09 Oct 2024: RomeWed 09 Oct 2024: Rome
Flights from London Heathrow to Rome Leonardo Da Vinci Airport
Stay at Hotel Gambrinus for 3 Nights

★Thu 10 Oct 2024: Colosseum Gladiators Arena Small GroupThu 10 Oct 2024: Colosseum Gladiators Arena Small Group
Priority access through the secret back door The relics and ruins of the once-mighty Roman Empire lie scattered across the vast territories it once
occupied, but nowhere do we find such impressive remains as in the city of Rome itself. Here, in the heart of Italy, the most famous and important of
all the many buildings that the Romans constructed can be found. These symbols of a past civilization are a familiar sight to the three million
inhabitants of modern Rome, but they are also a startling, awe-inspiring sight to over four million tourists who come to behold them each passing
year. The Colosseum is one of the most famous remaining structures of the Roman Empire. You will be using a VIP entrance through the back door of
the Colosseum, which will take you and your small group straight inside the walls of the monument without wasting any time in the long ticket lines.
Exclusivity, privacy, and entertainment are the words that perfectly describe the experience provided by this tour!

What's Included
Inclusions:
Professional professional English-speaking tour guide
Colosseum Arena Entry Ticket
Colosseum Ground Floor and 1st Tier Entry Ticket
Headsets to hear your guide clearly
Exclusions:
Food and Drinks
Gratuities
Transportation
Meeting and Pickup
Meeting Point

★Fri 11 Oct 2024: Roman Dinner Combined with Roman historyFri 11 Oct 2024: Roman Dinner Combined with Roman history
Delicious Roman dinner combined with juicy Roman history
When in Rome, you need to listen to crazy and interesting parts of Roman history, sip some tasty Italian wine and limoncello, eat some crunchy
bruschetta, and fried zucchini flowers before you taste the delicious Italian pasta, right? What if we tell you that you'll have all these things with us on
a warm Rome night? This history and food tour will be the highlight of your Rome trip! Check this out: with one booking, you get a guided Roman
history tour, a night out with drinks, and a 3-course Roman dinner at an authentic yet chic restaurant!
This all-inclusive tour will be the highlight of your Rome trip! When in Rome, it's a must to discover the timeline of Roman history with its juicy details
and funny storytelling, to feel the soul of this "eternal city," and to taste the best of its cuisine!
Well, meet at Navona Square to speak about the foundation of Rome and the crazy gossip and anecdotes about its emperors and empresses, all
while the white and red wines will be flowing! Then, we will stop in front of the world's oldest and most well-preserved structure, the Pantheon, to
learn interesting details about it.
After there, we'll arrive at the ruins of the Theatre of Pompey, where Julius Caesar was assassinated, to speak about the most notorious event of
Roman history while sipping limoncello shots! As the perfect final to the night, at an authentic yet chic Roman restaurant, youll enjoy a three-course
classic Roman dinner with a glass of Ros.
End of your best night in Rome:
Duration: 3 hours.

★Sat 12 Oct 2024: Rome to NaplesSat 12 Oct 2024: Rome to Naples
8:58 AM Roma Termini
10:01 AM Napoli Afragola
Direct
Comfort 1st Class



Non refundable
Stay at Atlantic Palace Hotel for 7 Nights

★Tue 15 Oct 2024: Pompeii and Herculaneum select skip the lineTue 15 Oct 2024: Pompeii and Herculaneum select skip the line
If you want an even closer insight into these two UNESCO sites, join us on this exclusive tour, limited to 25 people per guide. These sister cities were
frozen in time for almost 1700 years, destroyed by the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79AD. Preserved in ash, Pompeii is a fine example of a
commercial Roman city. Herculaneum is a quiet seaside town that was actually preserved in mud. Both cities will be brought to life by our guide's
commentary through radio headsets, so you do not miss a bit of what life was like during the Roman Empire. There is also a light lunch included. To
give you a skip the line service, entrance fees are included at the time of booking.

What's Included
Inclusions:
Professional guide
Transport by air-conditioned bus
Skip the line tickets in Pompeii and Herculaneum.
Light lunch with 1 glass of wine
Meeting and Pickup
Meeting Point

★Sat 19 Oct 2024: DepartureSat 19 Oct 2024: Departure

✿Prices and Departures:Prices and Departures:
Deposit £125ppDeposit £125pp
★Y24206 Heathrow from £1609pp

Deposit £400ppDeposit £400pp
★Y24252 Bristol from £1795pp
★Y24259 Manchester from £1795pp

✿Terms and Conditions:Terms and Conditions:
Based on 2 Adults sharing
subject to availability
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